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I. MOTIVATION

Automated facial affect recognition is crucial to multiple

domains (e.g., health, education, entertainment). Commercial

tools are available but costly and of unknown validity. Open-

source ones [1] lack user-friendly GUI for use by non-

programmers. For both types, evidence of domain transfer

and options for retraining for use in new domains typically

are lacking.

Deep approaches have two key advantages. They typically

outperform shallow ones for facial affect recognition [2], [3],

[4]. And pre-trained models provided by deep approaches can

be fine tuned with new datasets to optimize performance.

We demo AFAR1: an open-source, deep-learning based,

user-friendly tool for automated facial affect recognition.

II. SOFTWARE DESCRIPTION

AFAR consists of a pipeline having four components:

(i) face tracking, ii) face registration, (iii) action unit (AU)

detection and (iv) visualization as shown in Fig. 1. AFAR

was written in the widely available MATLAB programming

language and runs on Windows, Linux and OS platforms.

It has been used to assess treatment response to deep brain

stimulation (DBS), [5], investigate cross-domain generaliz-

ability [6], and explore facial affect in social interactions.

The first component is a real-time face tracking software,

that can estimate a dense set of facial landmarks. This

component outputs frame-level tracked landmark positions,

3D head orientation, and a video of tracked landmarks and

head orientation overlaid on the input video.

The second component is a face registration software,

that accomplishes dense 3D registration from 2D videos and

images without requiring person-specific training [7]. Input

to the second component is the input video and tracked

landmark positions while the outputs include normalized face

video and frame-level extracted features (SIFT, HoG).

The third component performs multi-label AU detection

using the normalized face video as input. The current version

is a 3-layered Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) archi-

tecture [5] that was trained using Extended BP4D+ on Keras

platform. Input to this architecture is 200×200 pixel images

of faces with 80 pixels interocular distance. This component

outputs detection probabilities of 12 AUs: 1, 2, 4, 6, 7, 10,

1http://www.jeffcohn.net/resources/AFAR/

Fig. 1: Pipeline of the AFAR tool.

Fig. 2: GUI and Visualization

12, 14, 15, 17, 23 and 24. The pretrained model is in AFAR

so that users can fine tune it with their own datasets.

The fourth component is a visualization software (see

Fig. 2) that allows users to visualize the outputs of the

first three components. Users can visualize the input video,

tracked landmarks, normalized face video, and detection

probabilities of AUs simultaneously. AU probability signals

are displayed, and current time is denoted with a moving

line. This visualization allows for easy tracking of changes

in the AU probabilities throughout the video.
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